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Abstract
The successful measurement of the thermal conductivity of molten salts is
a challenging undertaking due to the electrically conducting and possibly also
aggressive nature of the materials, as well as the elevated temperatures at
which these data are required. For accurate and reproducible measurements
it is important to develop a suitable experimental apparatus and methodol-
ogy. In this study we explore a modified version of the transient hot-wire
method, which employs a molten-metal-filled capillary in order to circumvent
some of the issues encountered in previous studies. Specifically, by using a
novel flexible U-shaped quartz-capillary, filled with a eutectic mixture of gal-
lium, indium and tin, commercially known as Galinstan, we proceed to mea-
sure the thermal conductivity of molten eutectic KNO3−NaNO3−NaNO2.
The new probe is demonstrated as being able to measure the thermal con-
ductivity of this molten salt, which is found to range from 0.48 W/m K at
500 K to 0.47 W/m K at close to 700 K, with an overall expanded uncer-
tainty (95% confidence) of 3.1%. The quartz is found to retain its electrically
insulating properties and no current leakage is detected in the sample over
the investigated temperature range. The thermal conductivity data reported
in the present study are also used to elucidate a partial disagreement found
in the literature for this material.
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1. Introduction1
Molten salts are of particular interest in many applications related to the2
energy sector, and their employment is envisaged to experience a significant3
growth. Their thermophysical properties make them advantageous as heat4
transfer fluids, in next-generation nuclear-reactors, and in energy storage ap-5
plications. As indicated by Nunes et al. [1], in order to fully exploit the6
potential of molten-salt materials it is essential to obtain reliable values of7
their thermophysical properties. Thermal conductivity data, in particular,8
are associated with large scatter and uncertainty even for the most common9
types of salts, owing to a number of difficulties involved in the relevant mea-10
surements. Most of the currently available data are still the result of the11
significant experimental efforts conducted between the 1960s and the 1980s.12
More recently, apart from a few exceptions, e.g. Zhang et al. [2], the ex-13
perimental work conducted in this area seems to have stagnated. Given the14
renewed interest in these materials from an application perspective, and the15
acceleration in the formulation of suitable materials, it is important to renew16
the experimental efforts towards the determination of their properties, espe-17
cially in light of recent developments in electronics and materials that could18
help to ease some of the difficulties encountered in the past.19
Beyond the aggressive nature of the materials themselves, the difficulties20
in measuring the thermal conductivity of molten salts are mainly associated21
with: (1) the high temperatures at which these materials are to be employed;22
(2) their electrically conducting nature, which presents a particular challenge23
to some conventional measurement approaches. Specifically, with regards to24
the first point, the high temperatures make it difficult to maintain a uniform25
temperature distribution throughout the volume of the tested material in26
the measurement cell. A non-uniform temperature distribution gives rise to27
the occurrence of natural convection in the sample, while at high tempera-28
tures radiation also plays a non-negligible part in the overall heat transfer.29
To measure the thermal conductivity it is necessary to isolate the diffusion-30
driven thermal transfer mechanism from convection and radiation; the pres-31
ence of strong convention and radiation introduces a difficulty in decoupling32
the conductive mode of heat transfer and poses additional difficulties for the33
experimentalist.34
The transient hot-wire method has proven to be successful in eliminating35
the errors arising from natural convection [3] and radiation [4], and therefore36
is a promising technique for high-temperature measurements. The method37
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involves electrically heating a metallic wire immersed in a sample and mon-38
itoring its change in temperature over time. This technique is, however, not39
directly transferrable to molten salts in its standard implementation due to40
the finite electrical conductivity of the salt, which allows part of the current41
flowing through the wire to leak inside the liquid sample, thus distorting42
the signal and invalidating the standard analytical model. Specifically, the43
electrical power dissipated in the wire, and used as a direct indication of44
the heat deposited in the sample from the wire, is now unknown. One way45
to avoid current leakage into the sample is to electrically insulate the wire46
from the sample. Ceramic-coated wires have been used successfully in the47
past to overcome this problem, e.g. by Alloush et al. [5] and Nakamura et48
al. [6]; however, the probes used in this approach have the disadvantage of49
being prone to cracks at high temperature due to the differential expansion50
between the (thin) ceramic insulating sheath and the internal heated wire,51
consequently losing their electrically insulating properties.52
As an alternative to the ceramic-coated transient hot-wire probe, Omotani53
et al. used a liquid-metal-filled capillary [7]. The liquid metal can expand54
freely within the capillary, thus avoiding the aforementioned thermally in-55
duced stresses. The authors measured successfully the thermal conductivity56
of some eutectic nitrates up to 584 K. Subsequently, DiGuilio et al. [8] further57
explored the idea of Omotani and co-workers by using two Gallium-filled cap-58
illaries with a repeatibility less than 1%. Nevertheless, the authors noticed59
that the technique stopped giving reliable results at around 600 K, and as-60
cribed this observation to the possible decrease in the electrically insulating61
properties of the quartz at high temperatures.62
The main aim of the present work is to further extend the range of appli-63
cability of the liquid-metal-filled capillary technique while still maintaining64
an acceptable level of accuracy. The probe developed here consists of a flexi-65
ble U-shaped quartz-capillary filled with molten Galinstan. The salt selected66
to test the proposed probe is the eutectic mixture KNO3−NaNO3−NaNO2,67
also known as heat-transfer salt (HTS). Its wide liquid-state range of temper-68
atures allows a critical analysis of the probe’s performance to be conducted.69
Further, even if the agreement in the literature regarding the thermal con-70
ductivity of HTS is more satisfactory than other salts, there remain some71
discrepancies that new data can help resolve.72
3
2. Apparatus73
The experimental apparatus developed in the present work for the pur-74
pose of providing the desired thermal conductivity data consists of three main75
parts: (1) a furnace; (2) a measurement cell containing the material sample76
to be tested and the capillary probe; and (3) the electrical circuit with the77
furnace controls and the data acquisition unit (DAQ).78
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Fig. 1: Furnace schematic, showing: (1) heating elements, (2) insulation, (3) tap, (4) probe
support, (5) quartz capillary, (6) specimen (tested material sample), (7) sample container,
(8) external thermocouple, and (9) lifting rod
The furnace used is an in-house customisation of a Horbach furnace specif-79
ically modified to achieve a temperature distribution inside the sample which80
is as uniform as possible. A sketch of the furnace is provided in Fig. 1. It com-81
prises a heating cavity with an internal diameter of approximately 100 mm,82
closed at the bottom, and a 70 mm aperture at the top. During the ex-83
periments the cell is inserted into the cavity and the aperture is closed in84
order to minimise heat losses. The cell is placed at a slight elevation above85
the bottom of the furnace to facilitate natural convection around the cell86
and assure a uniform heating of the cell’s surfaces. The heating elements87
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in the furnace are positioned on the side walls of the cavity and are pro-88
tected by insulating material. A thermocouple is inserted at the bottom to89
monitor the temperature inside the cavity and for the purpose of avoiding90
overheating. The furnace is controlled from a computer using as feedback91
input the temperature measurement inside the cell, measured by a K-type92
thermocouple.93
A schematic of the measurement cell employed in conjunction with the94
furnace described above is depicted in Fig. 2. The cell is constructed using95
stainless steel and was designed to have enough thermal mass to smooth96
the thermal fluctuations inside the furnace. The cell consists of a sample97
container of internal diameter 41 mm and length 77 mm, and a lid. The98
volume of material sample needed to conduct a single experimental run is99
approximately 60− 70 mL depending on the thermal expansion coefficient100
of the material. The lid is constructed from a stainless steel flange and acts101
to provide both structural support for the sensing element and the possibil-102
ity of hermetically sealing the sample container for the case of high-pressure103
measurements, if these are required. The lid can be raised and lowered by104
means of a supporting rod, and is equipped with four sealed pressure fit-105
tings for inserting temperature sensors and gas connections. In the standard106
arrangement, one resistance temperature detector (RTD) and two K-type107
thermocouples are used to measure the temperature and its temporal vari-108
ation, respectively. Two quartz tubes are inserted into the lid and provide109
the connection to the Galinstan-filled capillary. Tungsten-rod electrodes are110
inserted at the end of the quartz tubes and serve as electrical contacts. Each111
Tungsten rod is laser-welded to two Constantan wires, and connected to the112
DAQ unit. The Constantan wires are inserted through two double-core alu-113
mina rods for electrical insulation. The alumina rods are connected to the114
lid using standard pressure fittings.115
The sensing element consists of a U-shaped quartz-capillary filled with liq-116
uid Galinstan. The capillary has internal and external diameters of 0.05 mm117
and 0.08 mm, respectively. It is connected to two quartz tubes, one on each118
side, which have an internal diameter of 1 mm. The distance between the119
two quartz tubes in the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 is 25 mm, and the con-120
nections between each tube and the ends of the quartz capillary are made121
by using high-temperature glue. The choice of using a bent capillary instead122
of using a straight one was mostly made for practical reasons. A U-shaped123
capillary decreases the volume of the sample needed; this in turn allows us to124
minimise heat losses from the arrangement, which achieves a more uniform125
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Fig. 2: Cell schematic, showing: (1) quartz capillary, (2) quartz-tube end-connectors
and supports, (3) tungsten rod, (4) alumina rod, (5) tested material sample container,
(6) thermocouples, (7) pressure fittings, and (8) lifting rod
temperature distribution. In addition, the capillary is more easily replaceable126
compared to a straight arrangement.127
The procedure of forming the capillary into the required form is as follows.128
Firstly, a quartz capillary (CM scientific) of total length 20 cm is allowed to129
dry in an oven at 300 ◦C for 2 h. This procedure is essential in eliminating130
the moisture present in the capillary; any residual moisture will evaporate131
at high temperature forming vapour bubbles and interrupting the electrical132
contacts. Liquid Galinstan is then injected into the capillary through a fine133
syringe. Paraffin wax is used to seal the syringe needle onto the capillary.134
The capillary is then cut into a length of approximately 100− 140 mm and135
its length measured. The capillary is then bent in a U-shape and each of136
its two ends is inserted into a quartz tube, which have been pre-filled with137
liquid Galinstan. Surface tension assists in creating a good contact between138
the capillary and the tubes and in avoiding liquid metal spillage. The tubes139
and the capillary are subsequently sealed by using a combination of high140
temperature glues (Ceramabond 618-N, Silcoset 158). This operation is the141
most critical as an accurate and neat sealing has to be achieved in order to142
electrically insulate the liquid Galinstan without increasing the end effects143
of the probe (see Section 3.3 for details). The glue is cured, first at 150 ◦C144
and then 300 ◦C. The quartz capillary is then tested at high temperature145
by briefly heating the capillary with a natural gas flame until the quartz146
glows; its resistance is monitored at the same time to check for abnormal147
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behaviour. The capillary is then heated to the softening point of quartz to148
form the shape depicted in Fig. 2.149
The most critical operation is the application of the high temperature150
glue. This operation is tedious and often causes the capillary to fail halfway151
through the experiment. To avoid such a failure it was found, by trial and152
error, that it is absolutely crucial that no air bubbles are retrained within153
the sealing. These air bubbles interrupt the electrical contacts at the higher154
temperatures due to thermal expansion. The application of the glues once155
the liquid Galinstan is already inside the capillary minimises the formation156
of air bubbles and assures a more uniform spreading and sealing of the glue.157
A schematic of the employed electrical circuit is depicted in Fig. 3. The158
data acquisition sequence starts when the temperature drift with time, as159
monitored through the thermocouple inside the cell, falls below 0.1 K/min.160
The DAQ modules NI-9213 and NI-9237 are then used to acquire continu-161
ously the signal from the thermocouples and RTDs, respectively. A Wheat-162
stone bridge is used to measure the varying resistance of the capillary during163
the measurements. The bridge comprises two highly precise resistors (R2,164
R3) and a potentiometer (R1) to manually balance the bridge during an ex-165
periment. The nominal value of R2 is 100 Ω ± 0.01%. R3 is composed by166
multiple accurate 1 Ω resistors with very low resistivity temperature coef-167
ficients in an arrangement featuring series and parallel connections. This168
particular arrangement is adopted to minimise the error due to Joule heat-169
ing in R3, which was found to be as high as 3% if standard resistors of the170
same resistance were used. The bridge is powered by a Tektronix PWS 4205171
DC power supply. A MOSFET transistor operated from the I/O port closes172
and opens the circuit. The switching time of the circuit has been measured173
and found to be less than 2 ms. The voltage across the Wheatstone bridge174
(VAC) is measured by a NI-9237 DAQ module at a sampling rate of 2 kS/s.175
With certain adaptations the 50 Hz (background mains noise injected into176
the electronics) component was removed, and the noise reduced to approxi-177
mately 4 µV. Voltages are measured at Points B, D and E using a dedicated178
NI-9239 DAQ module. Manual switches (not shown in Fig. 3) are used to179
swap between the present circuit and a secondary circuit that is connected180
to two Keithley 199 DMM digital multimeters. In this way it is possible to181
measure each resistance in the circuit with at least 1% expanded uncertainty182
during the experiments and minimise the effect of temperature variations.183
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Fig. 3: Schematic of the implemented electrical circuit. The data acquisition sequence and
the furnace are both controlled from the I/O interface
3. Experimental Methods184
3.1. Measurement basis185
The thermal conductivity of the sample (liquid) material is found by186
modelling the electrically heated probe as a perfect line source (of infinite187
length and infinitesimal diameter), resting in a stagnant (i.e. stationary) liq-188
uid domain (of infinite extent). The working equation for this ideal case was189
derived by Carslaw and Jaeger [9] by solving the unsteady one-dimensional190
(1-D) thermal-diffusion equation in a cylindrical-polar coordinate system.191
The solution describes the increase in temperature of the liquid, ∆T , as a192
function of time t and the thermal power input per unit length q˙′:193
∆T =
q˙′
4piλ
ln
( 4αt
r2C
)
. (1)
194
In this expression, λ and α = λ/(ρcp) are respectively the thermal con-195
ductivity and the thermal diffusivity of the liquid, r is the radial coordinate196
as measured from the centreline of the line source, and C is a constant whose197
natural logarithm is equal to Euler’s constant. The equation is valid when198
the value of r2/λt is small (i.e.  1); a condition easily respected during the199
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experiments.200
Equation 1 can be rearranged and differentiated to find the value of the201
thermal conductivity of the liquid:202
λ =
q˙′
(4pi)
1
d(∆T )/d(ln(t))
. (2)
203
When applied to the quartz-capillary arrangement used in this work, Eq. 2204
relates the thermal conductivity of the liquid sample to the rise in the tem-205
perature of the capillary caused by a thermal input originated by imposing206
a known electrical power to the capillary probe. The temperature rise of the207
capillary during an experiment is calculated as:208
∆T =
∆Rc
dRc/dT
, (3)
where Rc is the resistance of the capillary as measured by the Wheatstone209
bridge and dRc/dT is its dependence on the temperature. The measured210
temperature rise of the capillary during the experiments reported in this211
paper was found to be between 3 and 7 K, depending on the applied power.212
The resistance of the capillary Rc is calculated from the voltage measured213
across the Wheatstone bridge, VAE:214
Rc =
(R3 +Rlead)
[
R1 + (R1 +R2)
VAE
VBD
]
R2 − (R1 +R2)VAEVBD
; (4)
where the constants R1, R2, R3 and Rlead are the resistances described in215
Fig. 3 and are approximately constant during one measurement while VBD is216
the voltage applied to the bridge.217
Based on the knowledge of the capillary resistance Rc, the value of the218
derivative term dRc/dT can be found by plotting the probe resistance Rc as a219
function of temperature and fitting a linear relationship to the data. A typical220
plot of the residuals from such a linear fitting is shown in Fig. 4 for a probe221
with a resistance of approximately 15 Ω (and a dRc/dT value of 0.0122 Ω/K).222
As indicated by the figure the residuals are uniformly scattered over the223
temperature range, suggesting that a linear relationship is a reasonable fit224
to the data, and by extension, that the extracted (constant) value of the225
derivative dRc/dT is an accurate measurement of this term.226
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Fig. 4: Residuals of a linear fit to the capillary resistance versus temperature data. The
uniform distribution of the residuals indicates a constant value of dRc/dT
Furthermore, the total power Q˙ dissipated in the capillary is found by227
measuring the current I passing through the capillary:228
Q˙ = RcI
2 . (5)
229
The current is calculated from the voltage drop VBC across resistance R3.230
The thermal power Q˙ was confirmed as varying only slightly during each231
measurement run; its average value during each run is used. The power232
input per unit length q˙′ is then calculated by dividing Q˙ by the length of the233
capillary. At this point all terms needed to evaluate the thermal conductivity234
of the liquid sample λ from Eq. 2 are, in principle, known.235
Nevertheless, because of inevitable imperfections and end-effects in the236
connections between the capillary and the supporting quartz tubes, it is237
impossible to establish exactly the effective length of the capillary exposed238
to the fluid. In a series of tests, the actual length of the capillary was used239
to calculate λ for known liquids (see Section 3.2), and it was found that all240
measurements suffered from a systematic error of 6− 10% depending on the241
probe. It was therefore decided to adopt the same procedure described by242
Hoshi et al. [10], and to use an effective length le for calculating q˙
′:243
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q˙′ =
Q˙
le
. (6)
244
The effective length was estimated via an additional set of calibration245
runs with known (standard) fluids (Section 3.2).246
3.2. Testing and calibration247
The effective length le was calculated by matching the measured thermal248
conductivity of DI water at ambient temperature with its reference value. DI249
water was chosen as the calibration fluid because its thermal conductivity is250
similar to that of HTS. A water bath was used to ensure a uniform tempera-251
ture distribution during the calibration measurements. The calibrated probe,252
along with the established effective length le from the DI water runs was253
then further tested against Toluene and Glycerol at elevated temperatures254
up to 430 K. All the calibrated probes measured the thermal conductivity of255
Toluene and Glycerol with an error less than 2%. Typical results from the256
calibration tests are shown in Table 1.257
Table 1: Test measurements of the current probe against reference data for DI water,
Toluene and Glycerol, taken respectively from Ramires et al. [11, 12] and CINDAS [13].
Liquid Temp.
[K]
λ (meas.)
[W/mK]
λ (ref.)
[W/mK]
Error
[%]
DI Water 305.5 Calib. Ref. 0.6184 –
331.1 0.6495 0.6509 -0.2
Toluene 276.2 0.1367 0.1376 -0.7
Glycerol 301.7 0.2903 0.2855 1.7
326.9 0.2923 0.2886 1.3
374.6 0.2974 0.2948 0.9
431.2 0.3028 0.3022 0.2
3.3. Method performance and measurement uncertainty258
A complete analysis of the performance of the present method is possi-259
ble up to 430 K by comparing the measurement results of standard fluids260
with their relatively accurate literature data. In this range, the precision of261
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the method was quantified by the expanded deviation of repeated measure-262
ments, given a 95% confidence interval. The expanded deviation was found263
to increase slightly with temperature and to reach a value of 0.8% at 430 K.264
The dominant effect acting to limit precision is attributed to the presence of265
non-negligible natural convection in the fluid volume inside the cell. It was266
indeed noticed that when the temperature gradient in the cell was higher, the267
repeatability decreased. The trueness of the method, as calculated by the268
maximum difference between the mean of repeated measurements of stan-269
dard fluids and their reference data, was less than 2%. Considering that the270
thermal conductivity of the liquids used as a reference is also known within271
an error, a 2% trueness is considered adequate for measurements up to 430 K.272
Major sources of bias can reside in the non-negligible natural convection in273
the fluid, in the end effects, and in the non-straight arrangement of the capil-274
lary. Above 430 K the precision of the method remained at around 1% until275
680− 700 K. Above this temperature the repeatability of the measurements276
gradually deteriorated, owing to a failure of the connections between the277
capillary and the quartz support-tubes at high temperatures. Specifically, it278
was found that these connections had the propensity to crack above 700 K,279
which led eventually to the failure of the electrical insulation between the280
liquid Galinstan inside the probe and the salt in the surrounding container.281
The authors are confident that this failure can be resolved if measurements282
at temperatures higher than 700 K are necessary; however, the present data283
were considered adequate for the purposes of the present study.284
The combined expanded uncertainty (95% confidence interval) of the ther-285
mal conductivity data of HTS presented in this study was calculated from286
the expanded uncertainty in the calculated value of the thermal conductiv-287
ity and the expanded uncertainty in the drift from the true value caused288
by systematic errors. The expanded uncertainty in the calculated thermal289
conductivity was derived from the uncertainties of the measured quantities290
using Eq.2, and found to be 1.3%. The major component of the uncertainty291
in the calculated thermal conductivity was found to arise from the term292
d∆T/d ln(t). It is important to note that any errors in the evaluation of the293
temperature dependence of the capillary resistance, dRc/dT , are embed in294
le and thus need not be considered independently.295
The expanded uncertainty in the drift between the calculated and true296
value of thermal conductivity was evaluated by taking into account the sys-297
tematic errors affecting the measurements below 430 K and other possible298
systematic errors arising at high temperature. The expanded uncertainty in299
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the drift caused by the first group was considered equal to the maximum300
drift found when measuring standard fluids (equal to 2%). Regarding the301
second group, the only added major source of systematic error that we could302
identify at higher temperature was radiation.303
Insightful studies into the effect of radiation were conducted by Menashe304
et al. [14] and Nieto De Castro et al. [4]. Nieto De Castro et al., in particu-305
lar, showed that the error due to radiation in the transient hot-wire method306
could account for more than 3% of the total error. The effect of radiation307
induces a concave curvature in the plot of d∆T/d ln(t). In some of our308
measurements we indeed noticed a slight concave curvature. However the309
curvature was not pronounced and was difficult to detect, probably owing to310
the lower quality of the data and the different absorptivity of the salt. As311
a consequence, the analysis of Nieto De Castro et al. is difficult to apply312
to our study; a preliminary correction over those plots where the curvature313
was more visible indicated a maximum deviation of less than 0.7% from the314
present results. The expanded uncertainty caused by radiation was consid-315
ered equal to this maximum deviation. The combined expanded uncertainty316
(95% confidence interval) of the present measurements was then calculated317
from the expanded uncertainty in the calculated value of the thermal con-318
ductivity, the expanded uncertainty in the drift from the true value found319
below 430 K, and the expanded uncertainty caused by radiation. Based on320
these values, the combined expanded uncertainty was found to be 3.1%.321
The present analysis did not use some of the corrections generally adopted322
in the standard transient hot wire method to account for non-ideal effects323
such as the finite radial dimension of the wire or the presence of an insulating324
layer (see, for example, Menashe et al. [14]). These corrections are normally325
employed to achieve standard measurement uncertainties lower than 1%. Be-326
cause the standard uncertainty in the present study is higher than this, the327
magnitude of these corrections was found to be not significant and there-328
fore they were not included. In addition, in the standard transient hot wire329
method a pair of long and short wires are normally used in the attempt to330
account for the end effects of the wire, by subtracting their respective out-331
puts. This method effectively reduces the end effects under many different332
experimental conditions (power input, type of fluid, etc.). Indeed any varia-333
tion in the magnitude of the end effects caused by the mentioned conditions334
will affect the short and long wire in the same manner and therefore they are335
eliminated by subtracting the wire outputs. On the other hand, the use of336
an effective capillary length cannot completely account for end effects which337
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are very different than the ones for which the probe was calibrated. The use338
of an effective length therefore results in a higher systematic error compared339
to the use of a short and long wire. Future work will investigate the use of a340
short and long capillary.341
It is important to discuss briefly the role of the not-straight arrangement342
of the capillary. This particular arrangement could affect the accuracy of343
the measurements in three ways: (1) the working equations for the transient344
hot-wire method do not rigorously apply; (2) the non-vertical alignment de-345
creases the time for the onset of natural convection; and (3) the non-vertical346
alignment magnifies the error due to natural convection already present is347
the cell.348
With respect to the first issue, we found that Eq. 1 could predict satisfac-349
tory the behaviour of fluids of known thermal conductivity, and the linearity350
of d∆T/d(ln(t)) was conserved. This is not unexpected if we consider that351
the diffusive heat transfer length scale λd is approximately defined as:352
λd =
√
ατ , (7)
where α is the thermal diffusivity of the liquid and τ the timescale of the353
measurement. If we take 5 × 10−7 m2/s and 1 s as conservative values for354
respectively α and τ , λd is approximately 0.7 mm, much less than the overall355
length of the capillary (about 100 mm).356
With respect to the onset of natural convection, we found that this occurs357
between 0.6 and 1.6 s, that is indeed less than what is usually encountered by358
using a straight capillary. However the time window is always wide enough359
to assure an accurate calculation of d∆T/d(ln(t)) and the aforementioned360
effect does not undermine the measurement.361
Finally, the non-vertical alignment of the capillary would likely cause the362
diffusion of heat to be parallel to the flow direction and consequently modify363
the ideal temperature field. To avoid this effect the temperature distribution364
inside the container is kept as homogenous as possible and the tempera-365
ture gradient during a measurement is always less than the differential error366
between the thermocouples (<0.3 K). Even with this precaution, natural con-367
vection could occur with a temperature difference less than 0.3 K and indeed368
part of the current error could be ascribed to the non-vertical alignment of369
the capillary.370
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3.4. Materials and procedure371
HTS has been selected as the material of interest in the present study,372
because its melting point is within the range of temperatures for which the373
thermal conductivity of standard fluids such as Glycerol can be measured374
by the developed approach. In this way, the performance of the probe can375
be ascertained by allowing a smooth transition between the experimental376
conditions used for conducting the measurements of standard fluids and the377
ones used for HTS.378
HTS was obtained by mixing KNO3, NaNO3 and NO2 at a respective379
molar-ratio of 0.44:0.07:0.49. All salts were in powder form with at least380
99% purity. The quantity of each salt was weighed using a laboratory scale381
with an uncertainty of ± 0.01 g. The salts were firstly mixed well, and382
then melted in a sample container. The high porosity of the powder caused383
the volume of the salt to decreases as the melting process took place, so384
that it was necessary to add additional quantities of salt to the container385
in order to reach the level of liquid required for the measurements. Once386
the sample container was filled with liquid salt, the probe was lowered and387
immersed into the liquid. The furnace was closed and insulated, and the388
temperature left to stabilise based on a specified set-point and also until any389
temporal temperature variations, as measured by a 1 mm-thick reference390
thermocouple, dropped below 0.1 K/min. This took approximately one hour.391
The bridge was then balanced using a current pulse and the data acquisition392
sequence started. The measurements were repeated with at least two different393
power inputs, with at least two repetitions per test. Having completed a test394
at one temperature, the temperature was then changed and the procedure395
repeated. During the measurements, the temperature range was swept back396
and forth to avoid any change in the capillary behaviour with thermal aging,397
and in order to quantify the presence of any hysteresis in the results. Three398
different probes were used to measure the thermal conductivity of HTS.399
Once the data acquisition sequence is initiated, the NI 9237 module com-400
mences data logging from the Wheatstone bridge and, subsequently, the I/O401
interface closes the bridge circuit described in Fig. 3. The voltage across the402
bridge is measured at a typical sampling rate of 2 kS/s and converted to a403
temperature rise according to the aforementioned expression; a typical plot404
of the temperature rise is depicted in Fig. 5. The value of d(∆T )/d(ln(t))405
is calculated from linear fitting to the temperature rise versus (logarithmic)406
time curve. Fig. 6 shows the relative residuals of such fitting. The tem-407
perature was found to increase linearly with ln(t) at least between 0.15 and408
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0.6 s. Before 0.15 s the theoretical model was not applicable due to second409
order unsteady effects caused by the finite dimensions of the capillary [15].410
After 0.6 s, depending on the properties of the sample and the temperature411
distribution in the cell, natural convection occurred and the rate of rise in412
the temperature of the capillary diminished. The start of natural convec-413
tion could be easily detected because the residuals of linear fittings increased414
drastically. In some cases, convection was found to occur as late as 1.6 s from415
the start of the measurement.416
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Fig. 5: Temperature rise of the capillary as a function of time. The mathematical model
for transient hot wire method applied to the U-shaped capillary
4. Results and Discussion417
The results of the thermal conductivity measurements for HTS are shown418
in Fig. 7 along with data found in the literature. In addition, we report the419
data in Table 2, in particular the mean value of the measurements and their420
standard deviation over an interval of ± 10 K. The current data agree well421
with those of Tufeu et al. [16] who used a concentric-cylinder, steady-state422
method. Omotani et al. [7] used a method similar to the present one with a423
claimed accuracy of 3% [7]. Their data fall approximately 3.5% lower than424
ours. Considering that the difference between these studies is approximately425
equal to their respective claimed accuracies, the agreement is more than426
acceptable.427
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Fig. 6: Relative residuals of the linear fitting of the temperature rise versus ln(t). The
uniform distribution of the residuals indicates a linear increase of ln(t) with time
The results of Odawara et al. [17] lie approximately 8% higher than the428
current measurements. Odawara et al. [17] used an optical method to mea-429
sure the thermal conductivity of molten HTS and NaNO3. In his study the430
thermal conductivity was derived indirectly from the thermal diffusivity of431
the salt, and it is possible that this inference introduced a further uncer-432
tainty into the resulting data. It is worth noting that the results of Odawara433
et al. [17] with respect to NaNO3 are also higher (by approximately 10%) than434
the generally accepted values of Kitade et al. [21], as discussed by Nagasaka435
et al. [22].436
The results of Cooke [18] at relatively low temperatures are very close437
to those in the present study, while the two studies due show deviations at438
higher temperatures. To further understand this discrepancy, we carefully439
reviewed the work done by Cooke. Fortunately the author reported in detail440
and with very good precision all the measurements, including raw data [18].441
Cooke used a variable-gap apparatus consisting of two parallel heated-plates.442
The apparatus was used to measure the thermal resistance of the liquid443
between the two plates at different gaps between the plates. The thermal444
conductivity was then found by calculating the slope of the thermal resistance445
versus gap thickness curve. At around 470 K the thermal resistance was446
found to increase linearly with the thickness of the gap. This allowed for447
an accurate calculation of the slope, and also suggested that external effects448
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Fig. 7: Thermal conductivity of HTS: (), present study; (), Tufeu et al. [16]; (N),
Omotani et al. [7]; (•), Odawara et al. [17]; (), Cooke [18]; (H), Turnbull [19]; ( ),
Vargaftik [20]
were negligible. At higher temperatures, on the other hand, this linearity449
was lost. This different behaviour is caused by secondary effects such as450
radiation, natural convection and additional heat losses. To overcome these451
effects, Cooke calculated the thermal conductivity by extrapolating the slope452
to zero gap thickness. Indeed when the thickness approaches zero, these453
secondary effects should be reduced significantly. In practice, however, the454
author estimated the slope from a linear fitting of the data points obtained455
using small gaps. By doing this, the number of data points used is much lower456
than the overall set of data, and the choice concerning which data points457
to include in this exercise becomes, at least to some extent, subjective. In458
addition, the relative error in measuring the thickness of the gap increases, as459
the gap decreases. The net result is a loss of accuracy and a larger scatter, as460
is visible in Fig. 7. Moreover, it is possible that the aforementioned secondary461
effects are still non-negligibly present when the gap is small. In our opinion,462
these are possible reasons that can be used to explain the discrepancy with463
the current measurements. Nevertheless, Cooke [18] is an excellent effort,464
and we observed that whenever the linearity was reasonably conserved over465
the whole data range thanks to the lack of these issues, Cooke’s data are in466
very good agreement with ours.467
Turnbull [19] pioneered the application of the transient hot-wire method468
to molten salts by using a bare metallic wire with no electrical insulation.469
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Current leakage is highly likely to have affected this measurement, as dis-470
cussed by Omotani et al. [7]. Omotani et al. [7] also noted how previous471
measurements conducted by their group [10], and later discarded because of472
current leakage, led to results similar to the ones of Turnbull.473
Furthermore, Vargaftik et al. [20] were the first to measure the thermal474
conductivity of HTS. Unfortunately, their measurement results seem unreli-475
able because the calibration tests gave different results compared to the most476
accepted literature values for standard fluids, as discussed by Turnbull [19].477
Table 2: Thermal conductivity of HTS at different temperatures along with its mean stan-
dard deviation (SD). The data statistics were compiled from a series of experiments/data
points over an interval of ± 10 K around each stated temperature.
Temp.
[K]
λ
[W/mK]
SD
471.7 0.479 0.0047
503.1 0.483 0.0026
527.3 0.483 0.0045
562.1 0.480 0.0026
606.4 0.477 0.0029
640.9 0.477 0.0054
666.8 0.471 0.0023
689.3 0.472 0.0078
Proceeding further, we can now propose the following relationship for the478
variation of the thermal conductivity of molten HTS with temperature:479
λ = 0.382+3.85×10−4 T−3.72×10−7 T 2 for 460 K < T < 700 K, (8)
where λ is given in W/m K. This relationship was derived from a quadratic480
fitting to the values reported in Table 2.481
It is important to mention that the data seem to suggest a maximum482
thermal conductivity of about 0.483 W/m K over the approximate range483
500 K < T < 530 K, a behaviour also evidenced in the data of both Tufeu et484
al. [16] and Omotani et al. [7], as shown in Fig. 7. However, the deviation485
caused by such maximum from a simple linear fitting to the data is similar486
to the present experimental error and it is difficult to state definitively.487
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It is interesting to calculate the thermal conductivity of HTS as the molar488
average of the thermal conductivities of its pure constituent components.489
Unfortunately, only few data are available for NaNO2, and over a limited490
range of temperatures. If the data of Tufeu et al. [16] are used, the thermal491
conductivity of HTS over the temperature range between 560 and 600 K492
(where data for NaNO2 are available) is around 0.480 W/m K, which less493
than 1% from the reported relationship above. This additive behaviour of494
the thermal conductivity of molten salts, pointed out in previous studies, e.g.495
Omotani et al. [7], seems to be confirmed by the present data.496
Based on all previous results and the related discussion, the overall perfor-497
mance of the present instrument and technique seem satisfactory. It is rather498
interesting that the U-shaped capillary is able to give very reasonable results499
and perform with an accuracy similar to other studies done with a straight500
capillary [7], which is more representative of the theoretical model. This is501
a welcome result, which can also help towards a better understanding of the502
effect of natural convection on the transient hot-wire method. Specifically,503
it endorses the claim that the effect of natural convection is negligible, as504
long as the time window over which the measurements are acquired is short505
enough not to allow the generation of fluid circulation currents in the tested506
fluid-material. Of course, such short time-windows over which to make these507
measurements require sensible electronics and low-noise signals, but this is508
a condition that today is much easier to achieve than in the past. The U-509
shaped arrangement will probably not be able to achieve the accuracy of the510
straight transient hot-wire, which has proven to be capable of reaching un-511
certainties below 1% [8]. However, for its applications in particular systems,512
such as molten salts, the present overall error of 4% is more than satisfactory513
and the present method has some practical advantages, such as requiring a514
smaller sample volume for the measurement.515
The capillary probe has proven capable of conducting molten-salt thermal-516
conductivity measurements with reasonable results up to 700 K. We also517
conducted some destructive measurements beyond 700 K. The maximum518
temperature at which we could obtain reliable data was 730 K. After about519
700 K, some measurements were found to be erroneous. It was identified that520
the problem resided in the capillary connections to the supporting quartz-521
tubes. The connections were found to fail between 700 and 730 K exposing522
the liquid Galistan to the molten salt or causing the capillary to detach from523
the support. We believe that this is a problem that can be resolved, allowing524
measurements at even higher temperatures. Future work will be directed525
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towards finding a suitable material for making these connections.526
Finally, it is useful to discuss briefly the potential problem of current leak-527
age in the present instrument, as identified in the work by DiGiulio et al. [8].528
The authors stated that the quartz lost its electrical insulating properties in529
their experiments at temperatures higher than 590 K. In our case, we did530
not encounter any sign of current leakage, at least up to 700 K. If current531
leakage was present in our system the quality of the measurement would de-532
crease substantially due to preferential current path caused by the U-shape533
configuration. In addition, in some experiments the sample container was534
polarised compared to the Wheatstone bridge so that a minimal short circuit535
between the two could have been easily sensed. DiGiulio et al. [8], however,536
offered convincing arguments that current was leaking through the quartz.537
As a possible explanation, we may suggest that the different behaviours be-538
tween the studies could be ascribed to either the quality of the quartz or the539
higher reactivity of liquid Gallium compared to liquid Galinstan.540
5. Conclusion541
This study reported on a successful implementation of an instrument and542
a related technique based on a Galinstan-filled, U-shaped capillary to mea-543
sure the thermal conductivity of molten HTS up to 700 K (430 ◦C). The544
thermal conductivity of HTS was found to range from 0.48 W/m K at 500 K545
to 0.47 W/m K at close to 700 K, with a reported expanded uncertainty (95%546
confidence interval) of 3.1%. It was demonstrated that the U-shape capil-547
lary can satisfactorily behave as the conventional transient hot-wire method548
based on an infinite line-source, and, in addition, benefits from some prac-549
tical advantages. Furthermore, contrary to DiGiulio et al. [8], it was noted550
that the quartz capillary retains its electrically insulating properties, at least551
up to 700 K, while with additional modifications it seems possible to extend552
the operating temperature envelope of the instrument even further. It can553
be concluded that the present method appears suitable for measuring the554
thermal conductivity of high temperature fluids, including that of conduct-555
ing fluids such as molten salts. Moreover, the generated data regarding the556
thermal conductivity of HTS presented herein were used to elucidate the dis-557
agreement in previous literature and to support the linear mixing rule of the558
thermal conductivity as described by Tufeu et al. [16].559
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